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ABSTRACT
Over the past nearly twenty years, numerous formal models of
enforcement and runtime monitors have been investigated. This
paper takes the lessons learned from earlier models and proffers
a new general model of runtime enforcement that is more suitable for modeling security mechanisms that operate over infinite
event streams. The new model, called Stream-Monitoring Automata
(SMAs), enables the constraints and analyses of interest in previous models to be encoded, and overcomes several shortcomings of
existing models with respect to expressiveness. SMAs capture the
practical abilities of mechanisms to monitor infinite event streams,
execute even in the absence of event inputs, enforce non-safety
policies, and operate an enforcement model in which extraneous
constraints such as transparency and uncontrollable events may be
specified as meta-policies.
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INTRODUCTION

Runtime enforcement mechanisms or monitors oversee untrusted
systems behavior, and act on their inputs and outputs to ensure
they obey desired policies. Due to the pervasiveness of security
threats and attacks, security monitors have become ubiquitous. A
mismatch between the security goals and the actual policies being
enforced can be catastrophic [16, 19, 25]. Thus, rigorous models of
monitors and analysis of the policies that they can enforce are of
significant importance.
In recent years, there has been a notable shift towards a model
of computation in which programs are producers and consumers of
infinite data streams [2, 27]. Some example embodiments include
web applications, cloud services, operating systems, and embedded
microcontrollers in self-powered devices. The new paradigm’s popularity is in part due to the rise of cloud infrastructure providers
that offer low-cost storage and processing resources on demand
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and the reduced production costs of computing devices and their
consequent proliferation, which are leading to the exponential increase in the amounts of digital data constantly flowing worldwide
[1].
Although many models of runtime enforcement have been proposed, they sometimes omit important details or make assumptions which limit their applicability within the new computational paradigm. For example, many earlier enforcement models
assume that monitors operate on possibly finite input sequences
[8, 10, 15, 17, 21, 31, 32], that they are only enabled on input events
[10, 13, 21, 28, 29, 31], or that they are always able to stop the
underlying targets being monitored [10, 13, 21, 31]. Often, these
and other constraints limit the models’ enforcement power, e.g.
to only enforce a subset of safety properties [15, 24, 28, 31, 32], or
allow them to enforce exceptional policies in sometimes impractical
scenarios [21] (as discussed in [13]). Remarkably, these limitations
make many previous frameworks unsuitable for modeling monitors
of black-box targets that process infinite event streams, which are
now widespread.
The present work takes the lessons learned from the past and
presents a new model of runtime enforcement on infinite event
streams. In the new model, called Stream-Monitoring Automata
(SMAs), monitors may transform target inputs and outputs but have
no access to their program or machine code.
The SMA model overcomes several shortcomings of previous
models—SMAs capture practical abilities of monitors to proceed
even in the absence of input events, and lift the arguably impractical
assumption that monitors can terminate the underlying targets’
executions. These key differences in the way monitors are modeled have a significant impact on the policies that can be enforced.
The properties that SMAs enforce are characterized, revealing that
some non-safety properties that are left out of other models can
be practically enforced. Further, previous analyses are unified by
encoding various extraneous enforcement requirements into the
model. This paper’s contributions are outlined as follows.
– Runtime mechanisms are modeled as Stream-Monitoring
Automata (SMAs), transition systems that mediate events
in infinite input streams. A distinctive feature of SMAs is
their ability to affect the targets being monitored even in
the absence of input events. Another benefit is their simple
operational semantics, which are defined with one rule—and
thus are amenable for formal analysis.
– The properties that SMAs can soundly enforce are characterized as game properties, which are explained by making an
analogy between property enforcement and 2-player infinite
games.

– Relationships established with safety and liveness properties
reveal that SMAs can enforce some non-safety properties
that were previously considered unenforceable. Conversely,
SMAs cannot enforce some safety properties that were previously considered enforceable. Specifically, SMAs cannot
enforce some properties requiring that the monitor receives
certain input events.
– The model’s extensibility is shown by encoding different
definitions of enforcement, e.g. transparency and uncontrollable events [8] as meta-policies, i.e. policies about policies.
The main advantage of meta-policies is that special constraints about how traces must be transformed can be specified, avoiding the need to hardcode them into the model.

2

BACKGROUND AND NOTATION

SMAs mediate input and output events of untrusted black-box
targets. There is no restriction about what constitutes a target. For
example, a target can be a program, a hardware component inside
a chip, or a host connected to the Internet.
Every target is associated with a countable set of events E =
E ′ ∪ {ϵ }, where E ′ are the target’s possible inputs and outputs, and
ϵ is a special nil event. The definition of what constitutes an event
depends on the context. Events can be thought of as words, strings,
commands, or actions/results in reactive systems.
A key difference between SMAs and previous models is the
explicit characterization of nil events. Nil events constitute a void
result from a monitor’s proactive sampling of inputs. In other words,
a nil event is an empty or blank observation. In all previous security
automata models of which we are aware of, monitors are reactive,
i.e. the monitors’ computations are blocked when the monitored
target provides no inputs to the monitor [8, 10, 13, 15, 21, 24, 28,
29, 31, 32]. In contrast, SMAs are proactive, sampling inputs and
possibly making transitions even on nil events.
A stream is an infinite sequence of events e 0e 1e 2 ... such that
∀i ∈ N : ei ∈ E. The set of streams is denoted by E ω . Similarly, the
set of finite sequences of events is denoted by E ∗ . For any set S, we
write S f to mean the set is finite. Metavariable i (o) ranges over E
and is used to denote an event that is input to (output from) the
monitor. The wildcard symbol _ is used to signify any event in E
that is not bound to a variable.
Observe that events are an abstraction of a target’s runtime
activity as observed by the monitor. An underlying monitoring
infrastructure is assumed to be permanently available, yet there
is no requirement that the target is active (e.g. an observed event
can be nil, i.e. ϵ). Permanently-available infrastructure is nowadays
common in practice; modern systems are often designed and effectively implemented to be available and fault-tolerant. For example,
surge protectors, UPS devices, and power generators prevent power
spikes and outages, RAIDs prevent data loss from disk failures, etc.
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STREAM-MONITORING AUTOMATA

This section defines SMAs and their operational semantics.
Definition 3.1. A Stream-Monitoring Automaton (SMA) M is a
tuple (E, Q, q 0 , δ ), where E is a recursively enumerable set of events
such that ϵ ∈ E, Q is a recursively enumerable set of automaton

states, q 0 ∈ Q is an initial state, and δ : Q × E → Q × E is a
computable and total transition function.
An important feature that distinguishes SMAs from other
automata-based transducers (e.g. Mealy machines [26]) is that SMAs
may have a countably infinite set of states. It is common for security
automata frameworks to allow states to be infinite [13, 21, 31]. Yet,
some previous works have considered the effects of limiting the
number of states in security automata [15, 32].
Example 3.2 (Filter-and-sanitize SMA). Consider an SMA M 1 that
monitors a web server receiving queries from clients. M 1 filters
queries from bad sources according to the computable function
allow : E → {0, 1}, and sanitizes the contents of the queries using
the computable function sanitize : E → E. M 1 ’s transition function
is defined by δ (q, i) = (q, sanitize(i)) if allow(i); otherwise δ (q, i) =
(q, ϵ).
Example 3.3 (Log SMA). Consider an SMA M 2 that logs all activity observed by issuing a store operation st(f ) ∈ E where f is
a file generated using function loд : E ∗ → { f | f is a binary file}.
M 2 ’s set of states is Q = {v | v ∈ E ∗ }, and its initial state is
the empty sequence. Let |v | be the length of sequence v and k a
user-defined parameter that specifies the maximum log size. M 2 ’s
transition function is defined by δ (v, i) = (vi, ϵ) if |vi | < k; otherwise δ (v, i) = (i, st(loд(v))).

Operational Semantics
An exchange is a pair of events ⟨i, o⟩, consisting of an input event
i ∈ E (i.e. the event input to the SMA) and an output event o ∈ E
(i.e. the event output from the SMA). The set of exchanges over
the input and output events is denoted by E, i.e. E = E × E. The
operational semantics of SMAs is defined with a labeled single-step
⟨i,o ⟩

judgment whose form is q −→ M q ′ , shown in Figure 1, where q,
q ′ ∈ Q are configurations (i.e. states) of an SMA. This judgment
indicates that the SMA M takes a single step from configuration q to
q ′ while producing the exchange ⟨i, o⟩. Event i is an input event as
observed by the monitor, and there are no explicit assumptions on
it. In other words, a target can produce any i , ϵ at any time-step
of the target’s execution, or i = ϵ. By default, SMAs can step on nil
input events and output nil events. More restrictive SMAs can be
specified with meta-policies (Section 6).
An execution or trace is an infinite sequence of exchanges, i.e.
x ∈ E ω , where E ω is the set of all executions. An SMA M produces
a trace x if x is in the language of M.
Definition 3.4. Given an SMA M = (E, Q, q 0 , δ ), the language of
M is
L(M) = {⟨i 0 , o 0 ⟩⟨i 1 , o 1 ⟩... |
⟨i j ,o j ⟩

∃q 1 , q 2 , ... ∈ Q : ∀j ∈ N : q j −→ M q j+1 }.
The operational semantics of SMAs have three noteworthy features.
– Because SMAs’ transition functions are total and input
events may be nil (i.e. ϵ), SMAs can output events even
when the monitored target is inactive. Formally, this means
that for any state q, δ (q, ϵ) is defined. SMAs that produce

⟨i,o ⟩
q −→ M q ′

δ (q, i) = (q ′, o)
⟨i,o ⟩
q −→M q ′

Figure 1: SMAs’ operational semantics. Symbol i (o) denotes
an input (output) event, and q, q ′ are states of SMA M.

outputs in the absence of inputs model monitors that initiate communications, which are common in practice (e.g.
monitors may publish information to other nodes on a network), yet it was not considered in previous frameworks
[8, 10, 13, 15, 21, 28, 29, 31, 32].
– Because SMAs read inputs and produce outputs incessantly
(since their transition function is computable), SMAs do
not have the power to stop traces. This model of traces is
reasonable in the context of stream-generating black-box
targets where enforcement mechanisms may not be able
to stop the executions of the targets being monitored and
may always continue to receive inputs. In contrast, previous
models assumed that monitors had the power to stop the
targets being monitored [10, 13, 21, 31].
– As SMA traces include monitor inputs (as similarly done
in [13, 24, 28]), SMAs are useful to reason about security
policies that specify constraints between monitor inputs and
outputs. Because many previous models did not include monitor inputs on traces [8, 10, 15, 21, 29, 31, 32], requirements
about how monitors transformed certain inputs, e.g. filtering
policies, were often left out of previous analyses.
Finally, the combination of nil events and total transition functions enable SMAs to simulate monitors with slightly different
semantics. For example, monitors that are only enabled on non-nil
input events can be encoded by SMAs that define δ (q, ϵ) = (q, ϵ) for
any q ∈ Q, and monitors that halt their activities can be encoded
by SMAs that output nil events ad infinitum.
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SMA-BASED ENFORCEMENT

This section presents a formal definition of properties, defines what
it means for an SMA to enforce a property, and then discusses the
properties that are enforceable by SMAs.

4.1

Properties

This paper adopts standard definitions of policies and properties
[11, 21, 31]. A policy is a predicate over sets of executions. Some
policies are properties.
Definition 4.1. A policy P is a property if there exists a decidable
predicate p over E ω such that ∀X ⊆ E ω : (P(X ) ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ X :
p(x)).
For each property P, let Sp = {x ∈ E ω | p(x)} be the set of
executions that satisfy predicate p. Note that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between a property P, its predicate p, and the set
Sp , so the rest of this paper uses P unambiguously to refer to any
of the three depending on the context.

4.2

Enforcement

Property enforcement is defined in terms of the standard principle
of soundness, which is a widely accepted requirement across the
security and formal methods communities. SMA M is sound with
respect to property P when M only produces traces satisfying P .
Definition 4.2. An SMA M soundly enforces a property P if
L(M) ⊆ P .
Definition 4.2 is significantly simpler and more flexible than
previous definitions of enforcement because it does not hardcode
specific requirements or constraints (e.g. transparency, uncontrollable events), which can be encoded as meta-policies (Section 6).
Example 4.3 (Filter-and-sanitize Property). SMA M 1 soundly enforces a filter-and-sanitize property which asserts that only sanitized
queries from allowed sources are output, i.e.
P1 ={⟨i, o⟩ | (¬allow(i) ∨ o = sanitize(i)) ∧ (allow(i) ∨ o = ϵ)}ω .
Example 4.4 (Log Property). SMA M 2 soundly enforces a log property which asserts that input events are eventually logged, i.e.
P 2 = {⟨i 0 , o 0 ⟩⟨i 1 , o 1 ⟩... |∀n ∈ N : ∃m ≥ n : om = st(loд(...i n ...))}.

4.3

Enforceable Game Properties

The set of properties that are soundly enforceable by SMAs can be
characterized by new definitions that draw connections to game
theory. Intuitively, property enforcement can be interpreted as a
two-player game, where the first player is a target and the second
player is a monitor, played in a sequence of rounds (traces). Each
round has an infinite sequence of hands (exchanges) that are the
concatenation of player one’s hand (target events that are input to
the monitor) and player two’s hand (monitor outputs). A property
describes the “winning rules” for the monitor. That is, a property
specifies all possible rounds (traces) which dictate that player two
wins the game (produces satisfying traces). A property contains a
winning-strategy if a plan exists for a monitor to win no matter how
the target plays. Precisely, let i, o ∈ E denote the input and output
of an exchange ⟨i, o⟩ in an execution x ∈ E ω . A property P contains
a winning strategy if ∀i 0 : ∃o 0 : ∀i 1 : ∃o 1 : ... : p(⟨i 0 , o 0 ⟩⟨i 1 , o 1 ⟩...).
Properties with winning strategies can be enforced if there exists a
function that can compute a valid output at every exchange.
Definition 4.5. A property P is a game property if there exists
a computable function f : E ∗ → E such that ∀i 0 , i 1 , ... ∈ E :
p(⟨i 0 , f (i 0 )⟩⟨i 1 , f (i 0i 1 )⟩...).
The set of all game properties is denoted by GP. An interesting
observation is that game properties are closed under superset.
Proposition 4.6. ∀P, P ′ ⊆ E ω : (P ⊆ P ′ ) ∧ P ∈ GP =⇒ P ′ ∈
GP.
Proof. Let P be a game property, i.e. P ∈ GP, and P ⊆ P ′ . Because P ∈ GP, we know that there exists a computable function
f : E ∗ → E such that ∀i 0 , i 1 , ... ∈ E : p(⟨i 0 , f (i 0 )⟩⟨i 1 , f (i 0i 1 )⟩...).
Since all traces in P are also in P ′ , there exists a computable function f ′ : E ∗ → E, precisely f ′ = f such that ∀i 0 , i 1 , ... ∈ E :
p ′ (⟨i 0 , f ′ (i 0 )⟩⟨i 1 , f ′ (i 0i 1 )⟩...), meaning P ′ is also in GP.
□

Game properties characterize the set of properties that are enforceable by SMAs.

some number of exchanges. The alternatives should be evaluated in context, and the choice may be intentionally left
to the implementer. On the other hand, this flexibility can
be removed by incorporating specific requirements as metapolicies that, e.g., require obligations to be output within a
certain number of exchanges.
– SMAs can enforce some non-safety, non-liveness properties
that are the conjunction of some safety and liveness. For
example, consider a garbage collector in a programming language’s runtime system. Garbage collection demands that all
objects that are not referenced by other objects are eventually collected (liveness requirement), and that objects that are
referenced by other objects are not collected (safety requirement). Let collect(r ) ∈ E be a memory collection event that
effectively frees memory reference r in a set of references R,
and collectable : E ∗ → 2Rf a computable function that takes
an input sequence and computes a finite set of references
that are out of scope and can be marked for collection. The
garbage-collection property is

Theorem 4.7. A property P is soundly enforceable by an SMA iff
P is a game property.
Proof. Let M be an SMA that soundly enforces some property
P, i.e. L(M) ⊆ P . Because M’s transition function is total and
computable, it is defined for all possible inputs and will always
output some event (possibly ϵ). Let f : E ∗ → E be a function
that takes any finite sequence of inputs and runs M with those
inputs to compute a valid output. Because the traces that form by
starting from the empty sequence and concatenating every pair
⟨i 0 , f (i 0 )⟩, ⟨i 1 , f (i 0i 1 )⟩... ad infinitum satisfy P (because L(M) ⊆ P),
L(M) is a game property. Further, because L(M) ⊆ P, by Proposition 4.6, P is a game property, i.e. P ∈ GP.
Let P be a game property, i.e. P ∈ GP, and f a function that
computes the outputs of traces in P (which must exist because
P ∈ GP). Construct an SMA M such that Q = {v | v ∈ E ∗ }, q 0 is
the empty sequence, and δ is defined as follows. Given a state v
and an input event i, δ (v, i) = (vi, f (vi)). Because every trace that
M produces is in P, L(M) ⊆ P .
□
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{⟨i 0 , o 0 ⟩⟨i 1 , o 1 ⟩... |
(∀n ∈ N : on = collect(r ) =⇒
∃m ≤ n : r ∈ collectable(im ...i n )) ∧
(∀m, n ∈ N : ∀r ∈ collectable(im ...i n ) :

A HIERARCHY OF PROPERTIES WITH
EXAMPLES

Relationships can be established among game and traditional formulations of safety and liveness properties. Recall that safety properties, as first defined by Lamport [20] and later by Alpern and
Schneider [31], proscribe “bad things”. Let ≺ be the strict prefix operator, i.e. ∀x ∈ E ∗ : ∀y ∈ E ω : x ≺ y ⇐⇒ ∃x ′ ∈ E ω : xx ′ = y.
The ≻ operator is defined symmetrically. A property P is safety if
∀x ∈ E ω : ¬p(x) =⇒ ∃x ′ ≺ x : ∀y ≻ x ′ : ¬p(y).
On the other hand, liveness properties prescribe “good things”, i.e.
a property P is liveness [4] if
∀x ∈ E ∗ : ∃y ≻ x : p(y).
The set of all safety (liveness) properties is denoted by SP (LP).
Figure 2 shows a hierarchy of properties that includes safety, liveness, and game properties, and examples in each class. As expected,
SMAs can enforce a myriad of safety properties that are enforceable
in other models, including those for integrity and access-control
(e.g. classical no-send-after-read [31] and authenticated-login [21]
properties), and filtering properties that specify requirements between monitor inputs and outputs (P1 in Example 4.3) [13].
Further, SMAs can soundly enforce some additional properties.
– SMAs can enforce liveness properties that specify requirements about a monitor’s eventual obligation or sequence
of obligations, e.g. the log property P 2 in Example 4.4,
the eventual-monitor-activity property E ω \ ⟨_, ϵ⟩ ω , or the
eventual-monitor-inactivity property ...⟨_, ϵ⟩ ω . Note that, in
many cases, there may be multiple ways to enforce nonsafety properties. For example, for eventual-obligation properties such as ...⟨_, o⟩... (where o is some arbitrary output
event), a monitor may choose to output o right away or after

∃p ≥ n : op = collect(r ))}.
Lastly, some properties with specific input constraints are not
enforceable, regardless of being safety, liveness, or neither. Broadly
speaking, safety properties that only allow some inputs to appear
on traces (e.g. the always-nil-inputs property ⟨ϵ, _⟩ ω ) cannot be enforced because monitors have no control over the inputs received.
These properties are enforceable in previous models that rely on the
assumption that monitors are always able to stop target executions
(e.g. [31]), but that assumption is impractical in the context of monitors of black-box targets operating on streams of events. Further,
liveness properties that require particular monitor inputs cannot
be enforced either because those inputs may not ever come. For
example, SMAs cannot guarantee that targets will eventually cease
all activity (i.e. ϵ monitor inputs ad infinitum) or conversely always
be active. Thus, these target-activity properties are not enforceable
by SMAs.

6

ADDITIONAL CATEGORIES OF POLICIES

Models of runtime monitors often need to accommodate extraneous
enforcement constraints to be applicable in practical scenarios, e.g.
monitors may be required to enforce properties transparently, i.e. by
outputting valid inputs verbatim, or deal with uncontrollable events
that cannot be modified. SMAs adopt a definition of enforcement
that is simpler than those considered by other models and generalize extraneous constraints as meta-policies, i.e. policies about
policies. Traditionally, these constraints have been hard-coded into
the definitions of enforcement, limiting the models’ applicability
(e.g. [29]). Because meta-policies can specify arbitrary constraints
about input and output events, they are more fine-grained than previous encodings. Some commonly studied constraints are discussed
next.

SP

1

GP

LP

3 4

2

5

6
Example Properties
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

always-nil-inputs
filter-and-sanitize
allow-all
log
eventual-monitor-activity
target-inactivity
garbage-collection

⟨ϵ, _⟩ ω
P1 in Example 4.3
Eω
P2 in Example 4.4
E ω \ ⟨_, ϵ⟩ ω
...⟨ϵ, _⟩ ω
{⟨i 0 , o 0 ⟩⟨i 1 , o 1 ⟩... |
(∀n : on = collect(r ) ⇒ ∃m ≤ n : r ∈ collectable(im ...i n )) ∧
(∀m, n : ∀r ∈ collectable(im ...i n ) : ∃p ≥ n : op = collect(r ))}

Figure 2: A hierarchy of properties with examples. SMAs can enforce properties in GP. Variables m, n, p ∈ N.

6.1

Transparency Policies

First, consider transparency [22], which requires that valid sequences input to a monitor not be modified. A transparency requirement may be specified to constrain the enforcement power
of a monitor so that the input events from the target are output
verbatim if they do not violate the property under consideration.
In general, a transparency requirement can be formalized as
follows. Let i 0 ; i 1 ; ... ∈ E ω be an input stream, and V ⊆ E ω a set
of input streams that are considered valid in the context of transparency. The set of traces that satisfy the transparency requirement,
denoted Etω , is defined by traces with input sequences not in V , or
with input sequences in V and outputs that are a verbatim expansion of inputs, i.e.
Etω ={⟨i 0 , o 0 ⟩⟨i 1 , o 1 ⟩ . . . | i 0 ; i 1 ; . . . < V } ∪
{⟨i 0 , i 0 ⟩⟨i 1 , i 1 ⟩ . . . | i 0 ; i 1 ; . . . ∈ V }.
The transparency requirement can be easily incorporated into the
SMA model.
Corollary 6.1. Let TP be the set of properties that are enforceable
by SMAs and satisfy the transparency requirement. Then, TP = GP ∩
{P | P ⊆ Etω }.
Proof. (⊆) Let M be an SMA that enforces a property P that
satisfies the transparency requirement for the set of input sequences
V , i.e. L(M) ⊆ P and ∀x ∈ P : x ∈ Etω . Theorem 4.7 states that
enforceable properties are game, so P ∈ GP. Because all the traces
in P are in Etω , P ⊆ Etω . Thus, P ∈ GP ∩ {P | P ⊆ Etω }.
(⊇) Let P be a property in GP ∩ {P | P ⊆ Etω }. Theorem 4.7
shows how to construct an SMA M that enforces any property
in GP. Moreover, because P ⊆ Etω , all the traces in P satisfy the
transparency requirement, i.e. ∀x ∈ P : x ∈ Etω . Therefore, P ∈ TP.
□

6.2

Uncontrollable-Events Policies

Uncontrollable or only observable events cannot be mediated by
monitors [8]; a typical example are clock ticks. On the other
hand, events that can be inserted or suppressed by monitors are
called controllable. Let (Eu , Ec ) be a partition of events where
Eu , Ec are sets of uncontrollable and controllable events respectively. The uncontrollable events constraint requires that events
in Eu that are input to the monitor are not be suppressed, and
that events in Eu are not output if they are not in the input.
Let Euω be the set of all traces constructed as the sequences of
exchanges that satisfy the uncontrollable events constraint, i.e.
Eu = {⟨i, o⟩ | i ∈ Eu ∨ o ∈ Eu =⇒ i = o}. Properties about traces
with uncontrollable events that are enforceable by SMAs are exactly the game properties that satisfy the uncontrollable events
constraint.
Corollary 6.2. Let UP be the set of properties about traces with
uncontrollable events that are enforceable by SMAs. Then, UP =
GP ∩ {P | P ⊆ Euω }.
Proof. (⊆) Let M be an SMA that enforces a property P ∈ UP
that satisfies the uncontrollable events constraint, i.e. L(M) ⊆ P
and ∀x ∈ P : x ∈ Euω . By Theorem 4.7, P ∈ GP. Because all the
traces in P are in Euω , P ⊆ Euω . Thus, P ∈ GP ∩ {P | P ⊆ Euω }.
(⊇) Let P be a property in GP ∩ {P | P ⊆ Euω }. By Theorem
4.7, P is enforceable. Since P ⊆ Euω , all the traces in P satisfy the
uncontrollable events constraint, i.e. ∀x ∈ P : x ∈ Euω . Thus,
P ∈ UP.
□

6.3

Partially Controllable-Events Policies

Events are called partially controllable when they can be inserted
but not suppressed, or suppressed but not inserted [17]. For example,
a monitor may be able to drop but not inject events encrypted

with a key that is unknown to the monitor. To encode partially
controllable events, let (Eu , Ed , Ei , Ec ) be a partition of E such that:
–
–
–
–

Eu contains uncontrollable events,
Ed contains events that can be suppressed but not inserted,
Ei contains events that can be inserted but not suppressed,
Ec contains events that can be fully controlled (i.e. suppressed and inserted).

In addition to the uncontrollable events requirement, the partially
controllable events constraint requires that events in Ed are output
only if they are input, and that events in Ei that are input are not
suppressed.
ω be the set of all traces constructed as sequences of exLet Epc
changes in which the partially controllable events constraint is
satisfied, i.e.
Epc = {⟨i, o⟩ | i ∈ Eu ∪ Ei ∨ o ∈ Eu ∪ Ed =⇒ i = o}.
Properties about traces with partially controllable events that are
enforceable by SMAs are exactly the game properties that satisfy
the partially controllable-events constraint.
Corollary 6.3. Let PCP be the set of properties about traces with
partially controllable events that are enforceable by SMAs. Then,
ω }.
PCP = GP ∩ {P | P ⊆ Epc
Proof. (⊆) Let M be an SMA that enforces a property P ∈
PCP that satisfies the partially-controllable events constraint, i.e.
ω . By Theorem 4.7, P ∈ GP. Because
L(M) ⊆ P and ∀x ∈ P : x ∈ Epc
ω
ω . Thus, P ∈ GP ∩ {P | P ⊆
all the traces in P are in Epc , P ⊆ Epc
ω
Epc }.
ω }. By Theorem
(⊇) Let P be a property in GP ∩ {P | P ⊆ Epc
ω
4.7, P is enforceable. Since P ⊆ Epc , all the traces in P satisfy the
ω . Thus,
partially-controllable events constraint, i.e. ∀x ∈ P : x ∈ Epc
P ∈ PCP.
□
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RELATED WORKS

Many models of runtime enforcement have been proposed. This
section reviews related works with a focus on models of runtime
monitors for black-box targets that include enforceability results.
Schneider introduced security automata [31], an early model
of monitors that can only enforce a subset of safety properties
by truncating executions. Ligatti et al. introduced edit automata
[21], a more powerful model that can insert or suppress events,
and enforce some non-safety properties. Bielova and Massacci [10]
introduced a fine-grained classification of edit automata and analyzed their enforcement capabilities. When comparing SMAs to
security and edit automata, SMAs are closer to edit automata because they can not only truncate but also transform executions.
Still, edit automata differ from SMAs in that the former are reactive,
i.e. they are only enabled on target events. Further, edit automata
only include monitor outputs on traces, which limits them to specification of target-centric policies [13]. In contrast, traces in the
SMA model also include monitor inputs so arbitrary relationships
between monitor inputs and outputs can be expressed.
Other models have also included monitor inputs on traces. Ngo
et al. [28] modeled mechanisms on black-box reactive programs,

which cannot delay outputs hence are limited to safety enforcement.
Mallios et al [24] proposed a runtime enforcement framework based
on I/O automata [23], yet their monitors are also limited to enforce
safety properties.
Some works have studied the enforcement capabilities of monitors under extraneous constraints. Basin et al. [8] proposed a distinction between system actions that are controllable by an enforcement mechanism and those that are only observable. Khoury et al.
[17] further distinguished sets of events that can only be partially
controlled, i.e. events that can only be inserted or suppressed. In
the SMA model, these extraneous constraints can be encoded as
meta-policies.
A few models [13, 18] have attempted to generalize extraneous
constraints and incorporate them into the definitions of policies.
Khoury and Tawbi [18] analyzed monitors that preserve some equivalence relation between its inputs and outputs, give examples of
meaningful relations and identify the policies that are enforceable
with their use. Dolzhenko et al. [13] demonstrated that constraints
such as transparency and uncontrollable events define subsets of
the properties that are enforceable by MRAs. Yet, MRAs definition
of precise enforcement imposes an additional completeness requirement, i.e. to enforce a property a monitor is required to produce all
the traces in that property. In the MRA model, traces may be finite
and enforceable properties are prefix-closed, so the completeness
requirement is useful to rule out definitions of MRAs that could
artificially enforce any property by having transition functions that
were undefined for all inputs. In other words, completeness guarantees that MRAs will produce at least some trace. In contrast, because
SMAs read inputs from infinite streams and always produce some
output, SMAs will always produce some trace and the completeness requirement is no longer needed. Further, completeness in the
sense of MRAs is a rare and often impractical requirement for the
type of monitors that SMAs model. Thus, SMAs generalize MRAs’
definition of enforcement by only requiring soundness, which is a
widely accepted and more reasonable requirement in practice.
Others have studied monitors with memory-limitations. Fong
[15] showed that security automata with a shallow-history can
enforce many practical properties. Talhi et al. [32] studied boundedhistory security and edit automata and showed they can enforce
some locally testable properties [9]. Renard et al. [30] extended
work on uncontrollable events by studying enforcement of timed
properties, and showed how to synthesize runtime enforcement
mechanisms at two levels of abstraction to facilitate their design
and implementation. Bounded-memory SMAs and enforcement of
timed-properties are subjects of future work.
Some works in runtime verification have studied the monitorability of different specification languages. Viswanathan and Kim [33]
proposed a class of monitorable languages that coincides with the
class Π 01 of the Arithmetic hierarchy. Diekert et al. [12] discussed
monitor constructions for deterministic ω-regular languages. Aceto
et al. [3] investigated the monitorability of a variant of the modal
µ-calculus that included silent actions (which are different from
nil events because they represent targets’ computational steps that
are not fully visible by the monitor). In contrast to SMAs, these
works focus on monitors that can only recognize violations, i.e.
they cannot insert corrective actions on traces.

Finally, some authors have used stream-processing automata
models to study other problems. Alur and Cerny [5] proposed
algorithms for checking functional equivalence and verification
of pre/post conditions for a class of finite-state transducers. Alur
et al. [7] investigated the expressiveness of cost register automata
[6] and identified a subclass that generalizes weighted automata
[14]. Apart from being limited to finite state machines, none of
these models establish connections with game, safety, or liveness
properties, nor discuss generalizations of enforcement definitions.
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DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Models of runtime monitors are fundamental to understand what
policies can or cannot be ultimately enforced. Inconsistencies
among specifications of security policies, models of monitors, and
the actual properties being enforced by practical mechanisms can
have critical consequences. Previous frameworks are not suitable
for modeling monitors that operate over infinite event streams because they often omit important details or make assumptions that
result in an imprecise characterization of enforceable properties.
The SMA model overcomes several limitations of previous works
with respect to expressiveness and enables interesting analyses
considering different enforcement scenarios. SMAs model practical
abilities of security mechanisms monitoring streams that were not
previously considered, e.g. their ability to act even in the absence
of input events and enforce some non-safety properties.
SMAs adopt a simple enforcement model in terms of soundness, a widely accepted requirement across the security and formal
methods communities. Interesting connections are drawn between
runtime enforcement and game theory, and the exact set of enforceable properties is characterized by a new definition of game properties. The model’s extensibility is demonstrated with adaptable
meta-policies that embody extraneous enforcement constraints.
There are interesting questions regarding extensions to the
present work that remain open. For example, an analysis of which
properties are enforceable by SMAs with memory constraints, compositional enforcement techniques, or quantitative evaluation of
policies are all relevant topics with practical applications that may
be developed in future work. Finally, SMAs provide a formal basis
for analyzing many practical runtime enforcement mechanisms
that are left out of previous models. Thus, the model may be used
in the future for proving the correctness of monitoring algorithms
that fit well into the SMA model.
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